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Introduction

Several types of parameters p influence the behaviour of electronic circuits and have to
be taken into account when optimizing appropriate performance functions f (p): design
parameters x, manufacturing process parameters s, and operating parameters θ.
The performance functions f (p) and the constraints c(p) can be costly to evaluate and
are subject to noise. For both, the dependency on p can be highly nonlinear.
In this paper we will describe our in-house developed method for optimization and our
experiences with it. Also some new directions for further research will be described.
2

Constrained optimization by augmented Lagrangian

In this section we restrict our parameters p to the design variables x, which can be
geometrical quantities like transistor width W and length L. The designer can adjust
them during the process of optimizing the performance of an actual design. The performance function f (x) can be gain, transit frequency, phase margin, power dissipation,
delay, slew rate, bandwidth, etc, that can be obtained from different types of analyses:
DC, AC, Transient.
The search for the optimal values of the optimization variables (OVs) x can be formulated
as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem in n variables with m constraints,
(2.1)

minimize
f (x),
x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ),
subject to ci (x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , m,
aj ≤ xj ≤ bj , j = 1, . . . , n,

where xi denotes the i-th OV. The values of the objective function f (x) and the constraining functions ci (x) are obtained from circuit simulation. The performance and
stability of the optimization algorithm is affected by the scaling of the OVs, of f (x) and
of the ci (x) [5]. By introducing slack variables si ≥ 0, the augmented Lagrangian penalty
function can be written as [1, 10],
(2.2)

ΦALAG,s (x, λ, µ, s) = f (x) +
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µi [ci (x) + si ]2 ,
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in which L is the standard Lagrangian. The parameters λi and µi are Lagrange multipliers
and penalty factors, respectively. Minimization over the slack variables si yields the
simplified merit function that is used in Gridmom,
(
)
2

m
X
λ2i
λi
(2.3)
ΦALAG (x, λ, µ) = f (x) +
µi max ci (x) −
,0 −
.
2µ
4µ
i
i
i=1
The optimal point (x⋆ , λ⋆ ) becomes a stationary point of L and satisfies the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [1],
(2.4)
ci (x⋆ )

≤

0,

λ⋆i

≤

∇x L(x⋆ , λ⋆ ) = 0,
0,
λ⋆i ci (x⋆ ) = 0,

i = 1, . . . , m.

A basic observation is that there are |µi| < ∞ such that ΦALAG (., ., µ) has a local minimum in (x⋆ , λ⋆ ). Also the location becomes independent of µi (when large enough). For
updating λ we observe:
∇ΦALAG (x, λ, µ) = ∇L(x, λ′ , µ) = 0 → λ′i = λi − 2 max[µici (x), λi]
[cf also Primal-Dual methods]. The basic method used to solve the optimization problem
Algorithm 2.1 Method of Multipliers [5]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

(0)

(0)

(0)

Start: k = 1, xi = xi , λi = λi = 0, µi = µi
Set Φ(x) = ΦRSM (x, λ(k−1) , µ(k−1) ; x(k−1) )
Minimize: x(k) = argminx Φ(x)
(k)
(k−1)
If (update µi ) µi = 10 ∗ µi
(but < µmax !)
(k)
(k−1)
(k−1)
(k−1)
Else update λi = λi
− 2 max[µi
ci (x(k−1) ), λi
]
Endif
Test for optimality
If not optimal set k = k + 1 and goto 2.

is the Method of Multipliers (Algorithm 2.1).
In step 3 a trust region approach is applied on a response surface model around x(k−1) to
(k)
solve the minimization problem (for details see [5]). In step 4 we keep µi < µmax . This
(k)
is based on the basic observation made above: in the end we may trust that only the λi
(k)
should do the work. Note also that preventing µi to become too large also keeps the
problem well conditioned.
Convergence of a related algorithm is discussed in [10], assuming that f, ci ∈ C 2 . The
problem of the reduced smoothness, caused by eliminating the slack variables in (2.3), is
discussed in the appendix of [11].
In our case the whole approach is applied on a grid (i.e. all x(k) are projected to the
nearest grid point), that subsequently is refined, like in [4]. This prevents the algorithm
from going too fast to a small scale (and then get stuck in a local minimum). However, in
practice equally appreciated, is that it also allows to store and re-use expensive parts of
f (x) and of ci (x) during the building of the response surface model in the optimization
process.
At initialization we apply a Uniform Design approach which is based on number theory.
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Actually this approach is problem independent. Here improvements can be expected
by introducing additional techniques, like pattern search methods [7], that add more
information from the problem itself to obtain initial starts for the above method. Also
Kriging techniques [2, 3, 6] can be used in this phase, which additionally offer a more
global optimization aspect, when also applied later in the process. However, experience
shows that only a small reduction in the number of overall function evaluations was
obtained.
3

Toward Robust Design

The additional types of parameters, manufacturing process parameters s and operating
parameters θ, introduce additional requests.
• The first ones, s, reflect statistical process fluctuations, like Tox (oxide thickness),
and Vth0 (threshold voltage), substrate doping, characterized by their distribution
functions.
• The operating parameters θ include supply voltage Vsup and temperature T . Here
additional constraints are found that require c(x, θ) ≤ 0 should hold for all θ within
some interval.
Most statistical parameters appear as transistor model parameters and cannot be modified by the designer if a fully qualified production process is assumed. However, production variation must be taken into account. As IC technologies scale down to finer feature
sizes, it becomes increasingly difficult to control the relative process variations. Hence
large variations can be observed. Also non-normality must be taken into account. The
APEX algorithm [8] addresses this point. A response surface model of f is built that is
quadratic in the process variations. The method is heavily based on the explicit calculation of the stochastic moments of f and on AWE-techniques (with their drawbacks) to
efficiently approximate the transfer function. Here more robust model order reduction
techniques may be applied.
An interesting test function to consider the effect of operating parameters is
(3.1)

c(x, θ) = (θ − 2)2

x sin(x)
, with x ∈ [0, 6], θ ∈ [0, 5].
2

In the worst-case analysis in [9] first linearization with respect to θ is done, and a θWC is
derived. Next, this value is used in the linearization with respect to x, and a xWC is determined. This process is iteratively repeated in a Gauss-Seidel-like manner. For several
problems this algorithm gives reasonable results and yield estimations (as is confirmed
by our own experiments). However, the algorithm appears not to be robust on the above
constraint function c, which gives way for further research.
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